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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Megan Macken from Oklahoma State University Libraries. My collaborator Clarke Iakovakis was not able to be here in person, so I will present his material as well. Today I’ll share a general overview of the integration of our Research Information Management System, which at OSU is Symplectic Elements, with our institutional repository, which is on DSpace. After providing a brief introduction to both systems, I will talk about the implementation process, including the motivation, creation of metadata maps, and deposit workflow. I will then walk through some challenges we faced associated with managing OSU Extension records, handling multiple versions, and deduplication. I’ll conclude with a discussion of where we stand now after 5 months of operation, and future steps. Throughout the process…collaboration, integration, and trust have been keystones of Library leadership, and the Library has further established itself as an integral provider of critical infrastructure for university research. 

https://osf.io/9xpaq/


● A Research Information Management System (RIM System, aka CRIS or 
FAR) is a software platform for the collection, storage, and linking 
together of metadata related to faculty service, grants, teaching, and 
scholarly activities.

● A single point of access for data typically spread across multiple internal 
and external platforms

● Profiles are private by default but can be toggled to public and displayed 
on a public profile website

● Helps researchers, funders, and members of the public identify expertise 
within the university, and enable faculty members to communicate their 
research focus and activities more effectively

● Saves time and increases the accuracy of university reporting 

Research Information Management Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Research Information Management or RIM system is a software platform for the collection, storage, and linking together of metadata related to faculty service, grants, teaching, and scholarly activities. It may also be called a Current Research Information System (CRIS) or Faculty Activity Reporting (FAR). RIM systems enable institutions to collect data from different internal systems and combine it with external information, providing a more holistic perspective on university activityThe result is a single, authoritative source of this data that allows for multiple people to query, analyze, download, visualize, and share it.Profiles are private by default but can be toggled to public and displayed on a public profile websiteHaving this data together in one place helps researchers, funders, and members of the public identify expertise within the university, and enable faculty members to communicate their research focus and activities more effectively. It also can save time and increase the accuracy of university reporting



● Four other data feeds come from internal 
university sources:
○ Personnel information (Human Resources)
○ Grants (Office of Grants & Contracts Financial 

Administration)
○ Courses taught (Registrar)
○ University scholarly & creative works 

(SHAREOK)
https://experts.okstate.edu/

RIM System Implementation at OSU
● Symplectic Elements implementation led by OSU Library from 2019 in 

partnership with IT and other university staff. We refer to Elements locally as 
Experts Directory.

● Publications metadata harvested from external platforms such as Scopus, 
Dimensions, Crossref, etc. 
○ Faculty “claim” work based on author identifier or name searches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oklahoma State began implementation of Symplectic Elements, which we refer to as “Experts Directory” in late 2019. The project is supported by the Office of the Provost and the Vice President for Research. Implementation is led by the OSU Libraries, in partnership with IT and other university staff. From the beginning, librarians have managed the publications harvesting, gathering Scopus Author IDs, ORCIDs, and other publications data, which gave most faculty a solid baseline of publications linked to them from the outset. We also configured three other data feeds from internal university databases:The HR system in Banner to bring in faculty and research staffThe student information system in Banner to bring in course dataGrants, Contracts and Financial Administration data that documents grants and awardsIn this presentation, we will discuss the implementation of a fourth data feed: the OSU institutional repository in DSpace, known as SHAREOK

https://experts.okstate.edu/
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DSpace at OSU: SHAREOK

● Three universities/DSpace communities 
in the SHAREOK consortium

● Consortium impacts updates, system 
modifications, metadata

https://shareok.org

● DSpace 6; DSpace 7 anticipated in 2023

● Mediated deposits

● OSU Community Collections: 
○ faculty papers, patents, conference proceedings, theses and 

dissertations, Ag Extension publications, etc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHAREOK is the joint institutional repository shared by libraries at Oklahoma State University, the University of Oklahoma, and the University of Central Oklahoma. Working with the consortium impacts how updates and changes are implemented. It runs on the DSpace platform, version 6 and anticipate an update to 7 in 2023All deposits are mediated by library staff in Digital Resources and Discovery Services. Prior to the integration of the repository with the RIM system, deposits were initiated by webform. The Oklahoma State community in SHAREOK contains collections of faculty papers, patents, conference proceedings, and other scholarly output such as data sets, posters, theses and dissertations created by members of the OSU community. 
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Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service

● Topics from agriculture to youth development

● Numbered fact sheet series, agricultural 
experiment station research reports, 
newsletters

● As  factsheets are updated and republished, 
authors change

● Published online

● “Ag Extension”: University/government effort to “extend” the 
university via  science-based educational programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHAREOK is also the archival home of the publications–both historic and recent–of the Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service or “Ag Extension.” The Extension program, located in the Ferguson College of Agriculture at Oklahoma State, is a cooperative effort between Federal, State, and Local governments that “extends” the university to the people of Oklahoma through science-based educational programs. While much of the research and outreach is related to agriculture, topics also include youth development, personal finance, self-run businesses, gardening and parenting, to name a few.Most extension publications are series of fact sheets, research reports from the agricultural experiment station, and newsletters. Almost any research at Oklahoma State that can be shared with a general audience may be included in an extension publication. Multiple authors write, update and re-publish the numbered factsheets–many times over decades. For that reason, these publications are directly impacted by the versioning and deduplicating issues I will talk about later in this presentation. Extension publications are delivered to readers virtually on the Extension website. Although they are already distributed widely, many Extension staff eagerly include their entire career’s worth of publications on their Elements profiles. 
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Integration of Elements and DSpace

● The Scholarly Services position responsibilities include providing the OSU 
community with outreach and education on open access and the advantages 
of utilizing SHAREOK to archive and provide access to their work

● In 2021, the library initiated a project to integrate Elements and DSpace. We 
worked with Symplectic to guide the integration process and help construct 
the XML schema and crosswalk map files

● This integration works both ways: 
○ Deposit: Allows researchers to deposit their work (articles, slides, 

posters, data, etc.) from Experts Directory to SHAREOK
○ Harvest: Imports metadata records already existing in SHAREOK, and 

allows researchers’ to “claim” those records in their Experts Directory 
profiles.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the responsibilities of the Scholarly Services Librarian, Clarke Iakovakis, is to provide outreach and education on open access and the advantages of depositing scholarship in SHAREOK. OSU does not have an institutional open access policy, so faculty using SHAREOK have largely been those who are intrinsically motivated and knowledgeable about open access and are aware of SHAREOK, and how and why to use it. As mentioned earlier, prior to this project, the library provided a webform that allowed faculty to enter some basic metadata about their project and attach a file. This form was linked from several pages on the library website.In 2021, the library initiated a project to integrate SHAREOK and Experts Directory in order to increase the visibility of SHAREOK and make the deposit process easier and more streamlined for both faculty and the library staff managing the repository. This integration works both ways; It allows researchers to deposit their work from Experts Directory to SHAREOK using the SWORD protocol. The SHAREOK link then appears in their publication on their public profile pageIt reads (harvests) metadata records from SHAREOK, which effectively becomes another data source similar to Scopus and Dimensions. Researchers’ can “claim” those item records and link them to their Experts Directory profiles. 
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Integration of Elements and DSpace

● The integration of these systems reinforces Elements as a consistent, 
centralized, curated database of scholarly and creative works across the 
university

● Implementation took roughly 6 months, and the system went live in January 
2022. 
○ SHAREOK deposit support page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The integration of these systems reinforces Elements as a consistent, centralized, curated database of scholarly and creative works across the university, and enables faculty and administrators to view and interact with all of their outputs in a single system. It also provides supporting documentation for faculty proving their record of academic achievement on annual appraisal and development reviews in Experts Directory. The implementation process took roughly 6 months, and was completed in early 2022. It has been fully operational for approximately 5 months.

https://info.library.okstate.edu/expert-researcher/shareok
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Mapping Metadata: Crosswalk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that faculty research could flow seamlessly between systems and retain its meaning, we completed a “map” or cRosswalk between Elements and DSpace. Here is a screenshot of the cRosswalk showing the many tabs and many columns on each tab. (The spreadsheet you see here extends well beyond column P to column BL.)While Symplectic provided the spreadsheet, support, and created the XSLT crosswalk during this implementation, there were many decisions to record at each juncture about which data we wanted to sync and how to sync it. 
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Mapping Metadata: Types

● Team of four

● 20 +/- types

● dc.type.genre 

● “Less is more” approach helps 
produce a more balanced 
workflow

● Omitted from auto deposit: 
○ Video
○ Scholarly Editions
○ Some dissertations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our internal team of four—Clarke and I, plus the director of digital services and the metadata librarian—determined which of the 20 or so types to harvest, which to deposit, and for each type, how the metadata fields in Elements should map to the DSpace Dublin Core schema.The DSpace types are recorded as dc.type.genreThe DSpace team’s recommendation to simplify as much as possible and not to include every last data point helped to produce a more balanced workflow:Fewer types mean less verification for open accessLess metadata to review (or delete) upon depositLess metadata to remediate in the future as needs change that we can’t anticipate nowTo give a few examples: We do not harvest or deposit VIDEO. Instead, for the time being, this is handled manually through our support communication channels and, if needed, the webform. Many videos can be captured in an “author url” field in Elements and may not need to be archived in DSpace.We can always enable this later if the need arises.For SCHOLARLY EDITIONSUnless the original work is in the public domain, there will be copyright considerations that are better addressed in a conversation. For THESES & DISSERTATIONS we chose to harvest from Elements but not deposit from DSpace.It is possible to deposit a thesis or dissertation from Elements. However, these go into the Faculty Papers collection rather than the dissertations collection.Although some Oklahoma State faculty may have been students at OSU, theses and dissertations created at OSU are not common. 
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Mapping Metadata: Fields
● Authors

○ Dc.contributor
○ Dc.contributor.inventor
○ Dc.contributor.assignee
○ Reinman, Suzanne and Ahrberg, Janet (2020) 

"Issued Patents in a University’s Institutional 
Repository," Journal of the Patent and Trademark 
Resource Center Association: Vol. 30 , Article 5.  
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol30/iss1/5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also mapped METADATA FIELDS: Here are a few examples related to authors, subject headings, and rights that show the complex, unique differences between types of scholarly output:For AUTHORS: Every type in DSpace has a dc.contributor except patents—so we can’t map all faculty authors in Elements to dc.contributor. Instead patents have an inventor (dc.contributor.inventor) and an assignee (dc.contributor.assignee) which is always a corporate body, the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. So we had to account for this difference in the crosswalk.If you’d like to read more about the metadata for patents see Reinman and Ahrberg, "Issued Patents in a University’s Institutional Repository" in the Journal of the Patent and Trademark Resource Center Association.Reinman, Suzanne and Ahrberg, Janet (2020) "Issued Patents in a University’s Institutional Repository," Journal of the Patent and Trademark Resource Center Association: Vol. 30 , Article 5.  https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol30/iss1/5

https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol30/iss1/5
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Mapping Metadata: Fields
● Subjects

○ Keyword duplication
○ MESH

● Rights statements & licenses
○ Dc.rights
○ Dc.rights.license = Author license
○ Publisher license

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For SUBJECTS: Elements has several layers of subject headings and keywords that it retains in distinct fields as well as a concatenated field that gathers all subjects and keywords from the many data sources. Prior to integration we captured only author keywords in DSpace without controlled vocabularies except in the patents collection. At first we made a place in DSpace for all of the Elements keywords, but this resulted in duplication. After a few rounds of discussion, we decided to include only the concatenated keywords field and the MESH subject heading field for medical terminology. We made this decision because MESH pertains to much of our faculty output, and is discretely articulated in several of the Elements data sources. For RIGHTS STATEMENTS: Elements has both an author license field and a publisher license field. In DSpace a rights statement directed toward SHAREOK users appears in dc.rights. In addition, dc.rights.license contains creative commons licenses if provided by the author. We omitted both the Elements publisher license and the DSpace general rights statement.These are just a few examples. As you can see, this was a painstaking process to comb through all types and the metadata for each type in each system. 
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Workflow for Processing Deposits

● Testing with Symplectic: iterative

○ Data structure & workflow 
changes

● User workflow:
○ File upload
○ Share an open access link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We worked with the Digital Science team to test that the crosswalk was functioning as specified. Testing took several iterations and resulted in changes to the data structure and the deposit process for particular types.On the USER END: There are two options for deposit in Elements that appear at the end of the metadata entry process: uploading a file or sharing a link onlyIn this screenshot of the deposit page you can see the brief instructions and the upload options to apply a version (published, accepted, submitted) and a license…
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Workflow for Processing Deposits

● Testing with Symplectic: iterative

○ Data structure & workflow 
changes

● User workflow:
○ File upload
○ Share an open access link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…or alternately, share an open access link.We saw an immediate uptick in deposits once this functionality was enabled. 
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Workflow for Processing Deposits

● Library workflow:
○ Increased production, add processes, workflow changes
○ check for an existing publication 
○ move from the Development collection to Faculty Papers or another 

collection [NEW]
○ edit metadata to conform to local standards
○ verify open access
○ re-upload bitstream with standardized filename [NEW]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the LIBRARY SIDE: As a general Experts Directory user in DSpace we complete the deposit process: checking for an existing publication; moving the submission from the Development collection to Faculty Papers or another collection; [NEW]editing metadata to conform to local standards; verifying open access; re-uploading bitstreams with standardized filename [NEW]
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Ag Extension Publication Deposits

● Concurrent metadata remediation process and transition to Open Journal 
Systems (OJS) for publication review

● This provided a holistic look at the extensive collection as we encountered 
issues during the harvest and deposit process:
○ Curated collection now with faculty-contributed metadata. 
○ Who can edit data? 
○ Locking the Extension Publication type in Elements 
○ Working with Ag Communications Staff
○ Priority processing in DSpace for faculty papers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the Elements/DSpace integration, the DSpace team was also working on remediating metadata for Ag Extension fact sheet collections. They were also in the process of transitioning the Extension’s publication review process into Open Journal Systems, which is hosted by the Library.These concurrent projects gave us a holistic look at this extensive collection as we tested the harvest and deposit process.A heavily curated collection now included items with faculty-contributed metadata, which led to duplication and incorrect type mapping (such as newsletters in the reports type) Who can edit data? We had many of these publications in DSpace already, but we did not want faculty to edit the existing curated data or to get in an endless cycle of changes back and forth between a metadata librarian and an extension faculty member as recordsWe decided to create a separate, locked type for all Ag Extension publications regardless of whether they were newsletters, reports, or factsheets. It is harvest only (ie faculty cannot deposit into it)This is similar to how we import course and hr data into the RIM system.The locked type creates some inconveniences for library staff. We had built trust with the Ag Communications staff from the beginning of the implementation. And so when we made this change, they had no problem communicating to Ag users that they would no longer be allowed to record and deposit Extension publications themselves. If an Extension publication needs to appear in Elements quickly, users can request “rush” processing. We prioritize the processing of all faculty papers and aim for a one-week turnaround.
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Versioning

● A single item might have multiple versions of the same object 
that must be identified

● Journal article versions
○ Users can specify different versions of a journal article 

(submitted, accepted, or published), which is added to the 
DSpace metadata

○ However, if the bitstream is updated (e.g. to change the file 
name), the version information must be re-entered because 
it pertains only to the version/bitstream

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once records began to flow into and out of the respective systems, we faced complex challenges associated with handling multiple versions of the same object.For example, different versions of a journal article may be deposited into SHAREOKElements allows users to specify whether an item is the submitted, accepted, or published version. This information (dc.relation.oaversion) comes into DSpace as a description of a deposited file or bitstream or the link text for the file version.However, if the bitstream is updated (e.g. to change the file name), the version information must be re-entered because it pertains only to the version/bitstream
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Versioning

● Ag Extension fact sheet versions
○ Updated with new research or as faculty are hired/retire
○ In DSpace we make new versions most visible, and make older versions available as distinct 

records
○ Even though each item has a distinct UUID, Elements only surfaces the most recent version and 

we must send older versions in a separate process.
● We opted to import all fact sheet versions because senior faculty may want to 

have that publication in their profiles, even if the information in the fact sheet 
has been superseded

● These are fundamental questions related to the purpose of the system: is it a 
tool for public profiles, annual reporting, or both?
○ Since it is currently both for us, we continue to deduplicate and support claiming 

older versions; however, this creates more work for the library related to file and 
version management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ag Extension fact sheet versionsUpdated with new research or as faculty are hired/retireIn DSpace we make new versions most visible, and make older versions available as distinct recordsEven though each item has a distinct UUID, Elements only surfaces the most recent version and we must send older versions in a separate process.We opted to import all fact sheet versions because senior faculty may want to have that publication in their profiles, even if the information in the fact sheet has been supersededThese are fundamental questions related to the purpose of the system: is it a tool for public profiles, annual reporting, or both?Since it is currently both for us, we continue to deduplicate and support claiming older versions; however, this creates more work for the library related to file and version management
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Deduplication

● Elements regularly monitors DSpace for new items; if it finds a matching item, 
the repository metadata is added to the publication object as a new record, 
otherwise Elements creates a new publication. 

● In most cases, the automatic deduplication process in Elements is helpful, but 
occasionally it introduces errors that require us to split records; 
○ Conference presentation merged with a journal article
○ An older fact sheet edition merged with a new fact sheet 

● Deduplication can be time-intensive and generally requires manual 
verification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Elements API monitors specified DSpace collections for new items, based on the UUID (universally unique identifier). When it identifies one, Elements searches its database for a matching publication object (based on title, authors, and other metadata). If it finds one, the repository metadata is automatically added to the publication object as a new record; otherwise Elements creates a new publication. If the metadata of an existing repository item changes, Elements updates the metadata it holds in its corresponding record. This process ensures that Elements metadata and repository metadata remain synchronized, even if changes and additions to the repository are not made via Elements. In most cases, this deduplication process is helpful and time-saving, but occasionally it introduces errors; for example if a conference presentation has the same name as a publication, or if there are multiple versions of fact sheets and an older version gets linked to a new version that a faculty member has manually created. It can be challenging to review these errors and verify if records should be merged or split, and generally requires manual verification, looking at the publication source, dates, authors, links, DOIs, and other data to confirm if the records belong together in the same object. For the initial harvest we directly accessed the Elements reporting database in R to review the data, then used the POSTMAN application to access the Elements API to make modifications, such as changing the object type, deleting manual records, or splitting the DSpace record into a separate object.
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Results

● Increased usage of SHAREOK despite relatively soft marketing 
launch

● Cleaner metadata & less remediation for SHAREOK records 

● Examining the mappings so closely led us to review the consistency 
and completeness of existing metadata in SHAREOK, as well as our 
data structure in Elements, leading to improvements in both systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This integration has increased the visibility and usage of SHAREOK. In our first semester of operations, there were 171 deposits, which has already exceeded the yearly average of faculty-initiated deposits. Of note, aside from a message in the faculty newsletter and some presentations by the library at various faculty meetings, the university has not yet initiated a full marketing push, so we expect that much of this activity has likely happened as a result of faculty discovering the functionality themselves from features within Elements. For example, the Elements landing page alerts them if there are publications that have not been deposited, and a Deposit button appears next to each user’s publication. Elements also provides a prompt whenever the user manually adds a new publication to their profile.This process resulted in cleaner metadata and less remediation required by librarians for objects deposited by faculty to SHAREOK. We have found that metadata harvested by external databases like Scopus is likely to be more accurate and complete than metadata created by faculty themselves, as was the only source prior to integration. In addition, examining the mappings so closely enabled us to review the consistency and completeness of existing metadata in SHAREOK, as well as our data structure in Elements, leading to improvements in both systems.
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Next steps

● The technological barrier is lowered, but there is still work to do on policy 
side to incentivize and/or require deposit of manuscripts

● User education: author rights & versions

● Managing OA workflow between departments 

● Upgrade to DSpace 7 - projected for 2023

● Analysis & visualization of SHAREOK objects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although it is easier for faculty to deposit work to SHAREOK from a technological standpoint, we still need to do work on the policy side to incentivize or require deposit of manuscripts. The primary users generally continue to be faculty who are aware of open access and intrinsically motivated to take advantage of it.We also have work to do on the outreach and user education side.  Although Elements has an integration with the Sherpa-Romeo API to indicate journal policies when available, we have received several deposits of the versions of record that faculty likely do not have the rights to post. This is related to the workflow issues we are continuing to iron out. Specifically, the Metadata Librarian, who manages the deposit process must work with the Scholarly Services Librarian to determine whether the library has the legal right to post the document. This is a matter of training and establishing an efficient communication process.We are planning to upgrade to DSpace 7 - projected for 2023. Although Elements does support DSpace 7, this will likely require revisiting a number of issues we have already resolved. Finally, we would like to do more analysis & visualization of SHAREOK objects and research on who is using the integration and whyWe hope this helps you understand some of the key issues associated with integrating a research information management system with a repository. As we have administered these systems, the Library has cultivated a significant level of trust among faculty, university administrators, communications staff, and others at the university. Awareness of the library’s key role in archiving university scholarship has expanded, and deposits have increased substantially now that faculty have a centralized location for both documentation and sharing the full text of their research activities. On the library side, it has given us the opportunity to exercise some competencies we already had in new ways, and develop entirely new areas of expertise.  Finally, the Library has had opportunities to further establish itself as an integral provider of critical infrastructure for university research.
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Questions

Megan Macken
Oklahoma State University Libraries
Assistant Department Head, Digital 
Resources & Discovery Services
megan.macken@okstate.edu

Clarke Iakovakis
Oklahoma State University Libraries
Director, Scholarly Services & 
Research Engagement
clarke.iakovakis@okstate.edu

View OKState public profiles at https://experts.okstate.edu/

Download slides: osf.io/9xpaq

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a few minutes for questions now or feel free to contact us with questions later. Thank you so much for this opportunity to speak!

https://experts.okstate.edu/megan.macken
https://experts.okstate.edu/clarke.iakovakis
https://experts.okstate.edu/
https://osf.io/9xpaq/
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